
Not even you. The whole world 

squats so, just waiting 

for you to throw the ball 

as if you meant it, 

an angry word, 

an idea 

to change the world, 

a declaration 

of love. It's true 

some pitches will go wild. 

At first a lot will. 

But remember, 

God is somewhere 

with a mask and protector 

for his chest and nuts 

and catches every 

wild pitch there is. 

He's a scrambler. 

So let that arm uncurl 

and snake out 

like the snake that girdles 

the world-whip-snake, 

diamonded and poisoned 

to the point where 

the wildest pitch 

is the one that stays 

in your hand. 
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All at War with Time 

by 
Louis W. Garrett 

The sonnets of Shakespeare have challenged the world's greatest literary 

scholars for nearly four hundred years and have intrigued readers at every intellec

tual level. These magnificent sonnets are different from all those of his predeces

sors--and of his contemporaries. Their themes are unique and, according to some 

authorities, have no connections with reality or with the life of the author; that 

idea is, of course, absurd. Every sonnet is personal and portrays the innermost 

feelings of the great genius who created them. 

Not a single one of Shakespeare's sonnets has been shown to have come 

from a recognizable literary source, contrasting with almost every one of his 

masterful dramas, the sources of which are usually easily traced. Some of the 

sonnets are obviously addressed to a young man whom Shakespeare is entreating 

to marry and to reproduce the beauty so observable in him. 

Some of the most beautiful sonnets appear to be addressed to various 

women, not just to one. Some sonnets' contents show that Shakespeare writes to 

or about a mistress (40, 93, 94). Others address the inspiration for his sonnets 

(78, 79, 80, 96), and still others address one to whom he has been unfaithful (110, 

111). To assume that all sonnets written to a woman are addressed to a single 

mysterious "dark lady" is to be patently imperceptive in reading his expressions of 

love and of other soul-consuming concerns. 

To assume that all sonnets addressed to a man are addressed to the same 

man is to be guilty of the same lack of understanding of the subjects being dis

cussed. The petitions or themes being presented are to various men who played 

important parts in the poet's life (compare 10 and 36 or 37). 

Whatever else one can conclude about these masterpieces, it must be 

affirmed that behind the collection as a whole are situations and relationships 

that cannot have been invented and that lay bare the soul of the genius who 
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produced them. He boldly states that his mistress leads him around like a slave; 

that he knows she is lying to him and is unfaithful to him, but his heart will not 

allow him to do anything about it; that a competitor has slept with his mistress 

and he feels the offense desperately but is powerless to prevent its recurrence; 

and that life has treated him unfairly, but he has no way to change the situation, 

and only his loves make life bearable. 

The collection does not consist of a clearly distinguishable series of 

sonnets, but of a loosely arranged grouping, whose ordering is open to question. 

Nevertheless, the world's scholarship has usually chosen to divide them into 

only two divisions (1-126 and 127-154) with 153 and 154 being devoted only to 

addresses to Cupid. Themes or persons identifiable in the sonnets include first, a 

young man whom the poet implores to marry and reproduce his handsome 

image; second, a son whom he is loathe to acknowledge for fear of doing him 

harm; third, a mistress who has stolen his heart and from whom it is almost 

impossible to escape; fourth, a woman to whom he has been unfaithful; fifth, a 

woman-neither his wife nor his mistress-who has been his inspiration as well 

as an inspiration to others; and finally, the two sonnets addressed to Cupid. 

While lesser literary artists wrote letters to communicate with friends, family, 

and others, Shakespeare often wrote sonnets in his communication with people. 

Whether we have all those "sugared sonnets" that Meres mentions in his Palladis 

Tamia published in 1598, we will never know, but we do have enough of 

Shakespeare's sonnets to reveal much about the author's feelings, and attitudes. 

One of the most unusual attitudes revealed in Shakespeare's sonnets is 

his unique approach to Time. Shakespeare's predecessors and his contemporar

ies seldom if ever addressed Time as anything but a reality of life and, in many 

cases, as a friend. Echoing a classical tradition, Italian, and French sonneteers 

called upon mankind to seize the moment of time allotted them and to fill it 

with the greatest pleasure possible, to work with time as an ally who would only 

reluctantly prove an enemy and take them away, and to use time to heal or to 

mend a broken heart or a relationship. As Byron would say later, their attitude 

seems to have been to describe Time as "the only healer when the heart hath 

bled." 
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With Shakespeare, the relationship to Time is one of war. In fact, 

h · Shakespeare's sonnets is there anything approaching an invitation to now ere m 
give oneself to Time for the enjoyment of the p~easures_ o~ life. ~e re~ommen-

dation of the ancients, to cooperate with or be m subm1ss1on to Time, 1s totally 

t · to the mind of Shakespeare He never calls upon anyone to make the 1ore1gn · .. 
best use of Time or to be or to do what is timely, nor to regret the opportunltles 

lost to Time. Shakespeare will not collaborate with his enemy Time nor give an 

inch to the "fell hand" of the ravager who takes away all that is beautiful and 

worthwhile in life except, perhaps love that never fades and "his eternal lines." 

Shakespeare never addresses Time as anything but his opponent who is 

to be "defied"; Time is never considered as a power or force that he must submit 

to without giving his best effort to defeat it. He seems not to recognize any 

difference between the action of his enemy in destroying the mightiest monu

ments of stone or of bronze and the Time that erases the flush of youth when 

"rosy lips and cheeks within his bending sickle's compass come" (116). For 

Shakespeare Time is swift-footed (19} and has a devouring appetite (15); he 

continually hounds the brevity of human life, and the transience of youth and 

beauty. What Shakespeare provides in his sonnets is an ever-changing kaleido

scope in personification, metaphors, and dramatizations of the grand, all-con

suming Time that defaces or destroys. 

What emerges from the depths of Shakespeare's soul is not any presenta

tion of what is morally good or right, such as a concern for character or content 

rather than achievement, beauty, success, or logical perfection. Rather, he 

proposes a profound question: how can that which is continually threatened by 

the "cruel hand" be preserved and perpetuated? Remembering that in the 

sixteenth century the word fell meant 'fierce, cruel, deadly, very destructive," 

one catches a glimpse of Shakespeare's attitude in sonnet 64, beginning: 

When I have seen by Time's fell hand defaced 
The rich-proud cost of outworn buried age 

and sonnet 65 beginning 
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Since brass, nor stone, nor earth, nor boundless sea, 
But sad mortality o'er-sways their power, 
How with this rage shall beauty hold a plea 
Whose action is no stronger than a flower? 

To Shakespeare, this is war. In sonnet 15, the closing lines are these: 

And all in war with Time for love of you, 
As he takes from you, I engraft you new. 

Lines 8 through 12 of that same sonnet state 

Then the conceit of this inconstant stay 
Sets you most rich in youth before my sight 
Where wasteful Time debateth with Decay, 
To change your day of youth to sullied night. 

The gauntlet has been thrown down; the author of the sonnets will oppose his 

deadly enemy to the end, giving no quarter. In his apostrophe to Time ( 123 ), 

Shakespeare defies both Time and his register-the books Time keeps against 

the life and actions of all men-and vows that in a changing world he will 

remain "true" despite Time's scythe and whatever other implements and powers 

Time uses against him. He states: 

No, Time, thou shalt not boast that I do change; 
Thy pyramids built up with newer might 
To me are nothing novel, nothing strange; 
They are but dressings of a former sight. 

Thy registers and thee I both defy, 

This do I vow, and this shall ever be, 
I will be true, despite thy scythe and thee. 

He defies Time to do his destructive work but admits that "nothing 'gainst 

Time's scythe can make defense,/ Save breed [reproduce the beauty of yourself] 

to brave him when he takes thee hence" (12). Shakespeare calls Time a 'bloody 

tyrant" and tries to enlist his young friend also to "make war" upon him and 
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"fortify yourself in your decay" (16). 

In sonnet 19 once again the poet addresses his enemy: "Yet do thy worst, 

old Time," and calls him "Devouring Time" and bids him to "do whate'er thou 

wilt, swift-footed Time/ ... But I forbid thee one most heinous crime": 

0, carve not with thy hours my love's fair brow, 
Nor draw no lines there with thi,ne antique pen. 

His epithets continue as he inveighs against Time when marble and gilded 

monuments are "besmear'd with sluttish time" (55), his love is "with Time's 

injurious hand crushed and o'erwom" (63), and he must "fortify/ Against 

confounding Age's cruel knife." In sonnet 60, 

Time doth transfix the flourish set on youth 
And~ the parallels in beauty's brow, 
~ on the rarities of nature's truth, 
And nothing stands but for his scythe to mow. 

In other sonnets, Shakespeare speaks of "Time's fickle glass, his sickle, 

hour" (126), "Time's furrows" (22), "Time's tyranny" (115), and "The chronicle 

of wasted time" (106). The kindest comment he ever makes in his sonnets is in 

speaking of"Time's leisure" (44) as he bemoans the fact that he is not "thought" 

to "leap large lengths of miles when thou art gone," and now "he must attend 

Time's leisure with [his] moan." 

Nowhere, however, is there a suggestion of his capitulating to the enemy 

or allowing him a moment's respite. In his fight against Time, his avowed 

purpose is to "etemize" by his immortal lines his own unfading love and the lives 

of those he has entombed within his incomparable sonnets. Let other poets 

write of friendship with Time; Shakespeare opposes Time to the last. 
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